
 



Prophecy Vitamins on Forgiveness 

Book 10, Compilation #04 of TCOD pubs on the subject, by theaudiokey.com team - August 2019 
(All prophecies are Jesus speaking unless otherwise indicated.) 

 
1. I am a God of love and mercy, and of forgiveness and longsuffering. 

 
2. Love is saying you're sorry. Love is forgiving every day.  

 
3. I am calling you to forgive those who've wronged you, and seek forgiveness of those 

you've wronged.  
 

4. Forgiveness is the act that helps another's wrong to not become your wrong as well. 
 

5. Through the keys of the Kingdom you can forgive anything.  
 

6. Just because you make the decision to forgive, it doesn't mean that all the hurt is gone. 
But once you have decided that you will forgive, then you allow Me to work in your 
heart. 

 
7. If you are able to forgive and renew a healthy relationship with those whom you feel 

have wronged you, this encourages Me and makes Me very happy. 
 

8. Let every morning be a fresh start. As you forgive others and ask for the Lord's 
forgiveness yourself, He wipes the slate clean, and brings with each day a new 
beginning. 

 
9. Learn to forgive and forget.  
 
10.  Forgive and forget as often as you need to. Even if you have to forgive the same person 

for the same blunders over and over again, do it. That's what I would do. 
 

11.  Have you forgiven all hurts and truly forgotten them?  
 

12.  One of the best birthday gifts you can give Me is to forgive someone who has wronged 
you.—Jesus 

 
13.  If you can't accept that there could be a silver lining to some of the rain clouds of your 

past, then you'll probably never fully forgive and forget about those things, and that can 
lead to bitterness, which is a severely crippling spiritual sin. 

 
14.  You can rest assured that even that which has happened that seemed difficult, painful, 



or harmful for those involved, can bring about good in their lives and the lives of those 
around them, if they will be humble, yielded, accepting, and forgiving. This is such a 
hard lesson for many, for it goes so contrary to the mind of man and carnal reasoning. 

 
15.  Everyone makes mistakes and has problems, and you'll need to learn to forgive and 

forget, accepting the fact that others have faults and failings and bad moments and bad 
days, just as you do. 

 
16.  If you make a mistake, ask My forgiveness (and the forgiveness of others, if 

appropriate), and then proceed in faith.  
 

17.  I have bestowed great, great love upon you, and you have this day felt My love and My 
forgiveness.  So go forth in the same love and in the same forgiveness for others. 

 
18.  When the bond is close, then there will be an abundance of forgiveness, mercy, 

humility, and the ability to let love cover a multitude of sins.  
 

19.  "Love covers a multitude of sins." In this verse, love means forgiveness. 
 

20.  "Love suffereth long and is kind." That means when you've suffered, when others have 
maligned you and spoken ill of you, you're still kind and willing to forgive. 

 
21.  I love you and want to heal your wounds, and I want you to help heal others' wounds. 

There's healing for everyone‚ now and forever, through Me‚ and through humility, love, 
and forgiveness.  

 
22.  Who is a just man or woman among you who does not fall? And yet I will pick them up 

time and time again. Will you therefore do less and not open your arms of forgiveness.  
 

23.  (Dad speaking:) I know it's hard on your pride to ask for forgiveness if you've been guilty 
of being critical and negative to your co-worker, but it's sure worth it.  

 
24.  (Jesus speaking:) Freedom to love and communicate and share your heart and forgive is 

all part of the freedom of the spirit. 
 

25.  I ask you now to humble yourselves and to receive their apologies, their repentance, 
and to forgive them for anything that they've done to hurt you. Reach out your arms, 
admit to them that you've also made mistakes, that you're not perfect. Accept them, 
love them.  

 
26.  It's never too late to say "I'm sorry" or to forgive.  

 



27.  (Dad speaking:) You need to understand that everyone makes mistakes. I dare say 
you've made a number yourself, no matter who you are, and you need to remember 
that you'll be forgiven for your sins and mistakes the way you forgive others for their 
sins and mistakes. 

 
28.   (Jesus speaking:) My way is the humble way, the yielding way, the trusting way. There 

are those who say, "He has done evil, but let us not be like him by seeking to harm him 
as he harmed us." These are those who follow My way, who have partaken of My spirit 
of forgiveness, and who will find happiness.  

 
29.  Make it a habit to ask for forgiveness. If you've made a mistake or blown it in some 

way, even if it was a very minor "sin," confess and ask for forgiveness. Or even if you're 
unsure if you made a mistake or not, and don't know if you're in the wrong or not, ask 
for forgiveness nevertheless. It never hurts to take the humble seat, and often defuses 
situations and eradicates any possibility of disunity taking root. 

 
30.  There is power in forgiveness, and do you know why that is? It's for the simple reason 

that forgiveness is divine! When you forgive, you have tapped into My divine power, 
and you have opened yourself up to My perspective, which allows you to share My 
power. When you forgive, you are a better person. You are someone after My heart, for 
My heart always forgives. 

 
31.  All have failed in some way; all have been hurt or suffered loss in one way or another in 

this war. But all that needs to be set behind by every member of this army. Just as the 
rains of cleansing and healing in the Gap vision purged away the filth and soot, so the 
rains of forgiveness and oneness in Me must purge away the filth and ashes of past 
mistakes, failures, and wrongs. This is the healing that can now give each person the 
power to finish the battle. 

 
32.  Ask for the humility to realize that you've made your fair share of mistakes as well, and 

that I haven't given up on you because of it. Ask Me for a key-powered boost of love to 
help you look at and treat others the way you want to be looked at and treated--fairly 
and lovingly and with eyes of faith, seeing the potential and the growth and progress. 
Ask Me to help you realize the dangers and consequences of not forgiving and loving 
and moving forward. 

 
33.  Forgiveness is a key to victory! Without it, you can't make the progress that you wish to 

make in these Endtime days. You must have a forgiving heart, and this must come from 
Me. I give My children forgiving hearts by allowing them to err and be forgiven so that 
they may learn the art of forgiving others. 
To forgive takes not only humility, but exercise. It's a muscle, like many other spiritual 
muscles‚ that must be exercised. Practice the art of forgiving, and then see My love pour 



through you more. 
 

34.  If you've wronged someone or said something sharp or unfeeling, instead of waiting for 
the other person to come up to you, you should be the first one to ask them for 
forgiveness. You should go to the one you've wronged in humility and meekness, even 
though it's hard on your pride. If you try to do this as often as possible, you'll receive 
more and more of My humility and love. Even if you think the other person has wronged 
you, take the humble seat and ask for forgiveness for anything you may have done to 
offend, even if you don't see what you could have possibly done. 

 
35.  I'm not excusing anyone for being unloving, or for breaking the rules and doing things 

that were ungodly or uncalled for. They will receive their just deserts, you don't have to 
worry about that. But for those of you who were on the receiving end of unloving and 
wrong behavior or treatment, you have to ask Me to help you see the good, to help you 
draw from it what good you can. If that is expecting too much, then a good first step is 
to ask Me to help you forgive, to put it in the past, and to go on for Me.  

 
36.  Forgiveness, at its core, is not about what someone did to you; neither do the issues of 

why, how, when or where need to have any bearing on it. Forgiveness is about Me and 
you. It's about Me having the power to heal and restore your spirit, and you making the 
choice to use the healing agent that I make available to you. 
Forgiveness is for you. Forgiveness is the potion that restores a wounded and broken 
heart, spirit, and even body. There are other spiritual and emotional supplements that 
can help one whose life has been harmed by the wrong or evil of another; but there is 
no substitute for forgiveness, and there is nothing else that brings that same level of 
absolute spiritual cleansing and healing into a life. 

 
37.  My love is without end. It is boundless, and I do not turn My back upon those who 

repent. My Family must likewise forgive. They must understand that it is never too late 
for people to repent, to change, to undo the damage that they have done. Though they 
may have to suffer for their mistakes, yet they are never too late for My forgiveness. If 
they do not outright reject it, they are never too late. My Family must be more 
understanding, more loving. They must be willing to forgive those who fall, those who 
are weaker, even those who hurt others because of wrong decisions that they make, but 
who then have a great repentance once they see the error of their ways. Even more so, 
they must forgive all those who commit small faults and errors, not out of malice, but 
out of the sinfulness of man's heart. 

 
38.  Those who are forgiven much love much. One to whom the greater debt has been 

forgiven and relieved, has the greater love and appreciation. But you must know the 
heart before you can extend such mercy time and time again, and the only way you can 
truly know the heart is by asking Me to reveal to you the things hidden from outward 



appearance. How oft shall you forgive your brother or sister? Seventy times 7 times in a 
day, if they turn again and ask. 
Sometimes they will not ask if they don't feel that there will be forgiveness. They feel‚ 
"What's the point? Why should I confess and ask forgiveness and admit my fault if I 
won't be forgiven and will only get in trouble? If I will be labeled and never be able to 
overcome that label, then why bother to humble myself before these who will not 
forgive me anyway?" They must be convinced of your love for them and your willingness 
to forgive and forget and start anew. 

 
39.  All things work together for good to them that love Me, who are called according to My 

purpose. Why do you think that verse is there to begin with? It's because bad things 
happen! Bad things happen, but I work even those bad things together for good to those 
who love Me, and to those who are called according to My purpose. There are no 
exceptions to this. All things work together for good. It doesn't matter where the bad 
things came from, who "did" them to you, or why they were caused, they can and will 
work together for good because you are My children whom I love. But you do have to 
do your part--you have to let go of the past; you have to be willing to forgive; you have 
to be willing to let go. 

 
40.  Forgiveness is the ultimate antidote to the poison of loss, harm, sin and sorrow. Drink it 

fully, even though it looks like the most bitter of cures. It will end your pain more quickly 
than anything else, and those who drink this healing potion will find their wounds 
healing, and their life and joy returning much faster than those who go without it. 
In fact, without forgiveness there is no healing. For your own sake I implore you not to 
deny yourself another instant. You have suffered enough, you have lost enough, and 
there has been enough pain. Take forgiveness, give forgiveness, and let Me heal you. 

 
41.  The essence of forgiveness is a reflection of My love. If someone is accepting of My 

love, then that love will easily flow out to others. That person will find it easier to 
forgive. If someone has been shutting out My love for them--either through 
condemnation or not feeling worthy enough to receive it--then they will find it difficult 
to forgive. This is why the Enemy is so strong on condemnation and making people feel 
unworthy of Me, because he knows that My love within them yields strength, 
understanding, and forgiveness. My love within a person's soul will yield love in return. 

 
42.  The next time you feel pain from something that was done to you, I want you to grab 

ahold of it, and in your mind's eye, watch yourself give it to Me. You may need to 
mentally do this action a few times, but however long it takes, learn how to give it to 
Me. I will take this pain and use it to make you into someone who is sweeter and better 
and who can understand beyond the pain. I can fill your heart with an understanding 
that overrides your hurt. 
You have a choice. You can either let your pain make you sink further into an abyss of 



despair and hurt, or you can let Me bring you up to higher ground where you can learn 
how to let go, heal, and receive a deeper understanding that can only be produced 
through these hurts. 
Won't you let Me use your pain to transform you into something more beautiful and 
stronger, and have it release to your life riches of wisdom that would have otherwise 
been unknown to you? 

 
43.  If you're having a hard time forgiving someone for something, even if it was just a little 

inconsiderate comment or an unloving deed‚ or something they said about you that you 
didn't like, bring it to Me and ask Me to remove the burden. If you need to talk with the 
person to straighten things out, come to Me first to clear your head of any emotional 
reaction you might have or negative feelings about the situation, so that you can resolve 
things nicely and the forgiveness that you need will be pure and from Me. 
Whenever possible, avoid making any mention of the negative happening or hurt to 
someone else‚ as that will reinforce the negative in your mind, and if said in the wrong 
spirit or to the wrong person, can also be gossip. Forgive and forget--or if you can't 
forget immediately, at least don't talk about it to anyone else. Putting it into words will 
only plant it more firmly in your memory and make it harder for you to get over it. 

 
44.  You feel hurt because of what someone did to you, and you think that no one could 

truly understand what you've been through. But I understand, My love, for I was with 
you through the experience. "Why didn't You do anything about it then?" you ask. I 
cannot protect you from all wrong, for I have given mankind free will. But My love, 
understanding, and compassion are always there for those who need it. I saw what you 
had to go through and I understand the way it has hurt you. I am not past 
understanding, because I lived on Earth and had to go through what you are going 
through now. 
Will you accept My love? Will you let Me wash your heart and free you from the 
imprisonment of resentment and anger, and any pain that comes from not letting go? I 
wish to help you to move on and to find love and forgiveness through acceptance. I will 
do this by showing you how much I love you and that I am there for you no matter what. 
Will you let Me show you? Please open your heart and let My love and light come in. It 
may mean that you will need to become happy and forget what was done to you, but 
that's part of the reward of accepting My love deep in your heart. Won't you give it a 
try? 

 
45.  True forgiveness has nothing to do with fairness, justice, or righteousness. It is a matter 

of love--divine love. The love that empowered Me to come to Earth, to suffer and die for 
you, to grant the forgiveness of sins--all sins--is the same love that can empower you to 
forgive. 
Forgiveness has creative power. Forgiveness can change the life of the forgiver, as well 
as the one being forgiven. That has been demonstrated in a hundred classic accounts. 



When one is given the gift of forgiveness, it often has the effect of an undefeatable 
weapon--a laser beam that pierces the shield that nothing else could--for it is proof of 
unconditional, supernatural love. In some cases it is enough to bring a person to the 
place of acceptance of My love and salvation. 
The power to change lives could in itself be seen as a strong reason for a Christian to 
forgive--because it's possible that your forgiveness will be what is needed to bring a 
person to salvation, to eternal life, to a knowledge of My love, to a complete change in 
life. And if the person you are forgiving already knows Me, it could lead to a complete 
change of life and attitude. 
The creative and changing power of forgiveness can come to life in a number of 
situations, from the moderate to the extreme. Forgiveness from a captive could change 
the life of a persecutor or torturer. Forgiveness from a spouse or significant other to a 
party who has caused emotional harm can completely change the attitude and behavior 
of that party. And there are any number of situations in between where forgiveness--
being a part of the miracle of love and salvation--can completely change a life, a person, 
and as a result, change other people or situations. 

 
46.  I know it is difficult to understand the full depth of forgiveness, especially when you're 

dealing with forgiveness of such heinous sins as murder. It's hard for the carnal mind to 
fully comprehend, and it's not always easy for human hearts‚ feelings, and emotions to 
forgive. I understand this, because My carnal mind and My human heart had to pass the 
forgiveness test as well. 
My faith was greatly tested at Gethsemane, where I made the final decision to follow 
through and die for you, to take the sins of the world on My shoulders. I could have run. 
I could have escaped before the guards arrived. But I passed that test and won that 
victory, only to face another great test. 
Next I faced Golgotha, where I had to make one of the most difficult decisions of My life, 
to forgive My Own murderers. I was still in human flesh, still subject to human thoughts, 
feelings, and emotions. I was tempted to curse those who nailed Me to the cross, and to 
instead yield to revenge. My flesh was tempted to get even. I wanted to call down 
armies from Heaven to wipe out the whole lot of those who mocked and persecuted Me 
and cast lots at My feet. I had the power within Me to do so. I was tempted, but I didn't 
give in to the temptation. I called out to My Father in desperation, and His voice spoke 
so clearly to My heart and said, "My Son, You must forgive." 
I was torn between wanting to handle it My Own way or do as My Father willed. But 
when I heard His voice speak so clearly to My heart, I chose to forgive. It was at that 
very moment that peace flooded My heart and I received the power to forgive. First I 
had to choose, then the power was given Me. 
I forgave the criminal who hung beside Me. I promised that he would be with Me in 
Paradise. I asked My Father to forgive those who put Me to death, as I also forgave 
them. I forgave My Own murderers, just as I forgive others who commit such crimes. 
This was My mission on Earth-to not only bring you My love and save you from your 



sins, but to teach you to forgive. 48 
 

47.  Take a minute and think about forgiveness. What is its purpose? One of the main 
benefits of forgiving others is that it helps the one who is doing the forgiving to let go of 
their own anger, bitterness‚ and resentment. This is healing. Another benefit, as My 
Word clearly teaches, is that you cannot receive forgiveness yourself unless you forgive. 
And another benefit, and one which is most often overlooked and is one of the 
fundamental purposes of forgiveness, is that forgiveness equals redemption. When I 
forgive you your sins, I am also redeeming you from the clutches of Satan. 
When the Scribes and Pharisees brought the woman who was caught in the act of 
adultery before Me, I did not condemn her. I forgave her, and with that forgiveness I 
also gave her a command to go and not sin again. There was a purpose for that woman's 
life, and as I forgave her, that purpose was regained. 
Those who are forgiven much, love much. And this great love moves them to accomplish 
a great deal for Me. Naturally‚ all of this ties in with repentance.  
There are countless examples in the Bible and throughout history of how those who 
were forgiven went on to accomplish a great work for Me. It was after Moses killed the 
Egyptian that he went on to lead My people. David and Saul (Paul) were both 
responsible for taking the lives of others. Yet I forgave, and they were transformed and 
mightily used of Me to bring many to righteousness. Many missionaries have set out to 
evangelize savage people, those who have committed horrendous crimes, and have won 
converts who, when redeemed, became strong witnesses for Me. 
To forgive is divine love, and through forgiveness I redeem My Own. I rescue them from 
darkness so that they can accomplish My will.  

 
48.  Start today, this minute, by looking at your world and those around you with kindness 

and treating them with forgiveness. Often the best way to show forgiveness and put it 
into action is to start with something small: like a smile instead of a grim look on your 
face; a kind word in place of embittered remarks; or an unexpected kiss when your mind 
ponders retaliation. 
These are the things that I love to see you do, when you rise above your human nature 
and turn error into love and goodwill. I know you will fail at times, and there will be days 
when mistakes happen. But then you will see mercy, because of the mercy you have 
shown. And you can look at it as giving to Me, because though I'm not present on Earth 
in the flesh‚ "Inasmuch as you have done it to one of the least of these, My brethren‚ 
you have done it to Me" (Matthew 25:40) 
Give Me the gift of forgiveness. Forgive someone who has wronged you, whether 
intentionally or unintentionally. Whether the wound runs deep in your heart or it is a 
smaller scratch, Christmas is a wonderful time of year to make things right. And making 
things right often starts with you taking the step to forgive someone, even if you feel 
that person is the one who should be seeking forgiveness. Has someone said or done 
something that has hurt you? Forgive him. Are you harboring bitterness in your heart 



toward someone? Forgive him. 
Forgiveness is a beautiful gift, and one that I treasure very much. You can picture 
yourself coming before Me with a gift in your hand. Maybe it costs you a lot to take the 
step to forgive, and when it does, the gift is even more precious to Me. Tell Me you 
want to give Me something that's on your heart, and then tell Me what the situation is, 
and tell Me that you forgive this person or persons. I will take this gift, carefully unwrap 
it, and hold it with tender care. I will then take My hands, place them on your heart‚ and 
heal the hurt that you feel, making the forgiveness complete. 
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